


T h e  A r s e n a l ™ I n s p i r a t i o n

Arsenal™ is bringing you tools to take you back 
to the “good ole days” where swing out windows 
and rubber gaskets were everyday life. From 
classic to modern, we launch you into present time 
with Equalizer®‘s latest innovative tools like the 
SmartSwitch™ Blade, Rain Sensor Level and the all 
new “No Hacks Clean Sets™” apparel brand.

We selected the contents of this box to reflect 
technicians’ commitment to quality work and the 
pride they have in keeping their customers safe by 
their workmanship.  

The “We Still Make Them Like We Use To” motto 
is a proud statement from Equalizer®,  whose core 
foundation is based on a commitment to making 
quality, innovative tools despite the ever changing 
landscape of vehicle technology. 

This box has over $225 of products and gear to 
build up the Arsenal™ of your trade and ignite your 
Auto Glass Pride.

Enjoy your unboxing and share it with us on social 
media @thearesenalbox.





    

KlingON™ 
Single Shot
KSS201

$5

Rain Sensor 
Level
RSL330

$29 SmartSwitch 
Blade
SSB287

$12

Just need to replace 
a mirror button or two 
every now and then?

There is no need to 
purchase a full size kit 
when you can get the 
KlingOn™ Single Shot 
that has just enough 
adhesive and primer for 
that every-once-in-a-
while moment. 

This is just not a Rain Sensor 
Level to Equalizer®, its an 
item they’ve added to their 
Arsenal™ of Inventors. Blake 
Banning sent this idea under 
the Equalizer® Inventors 
Program and is now in full 
production and flying off the 
shelves. 

This tool makes a level 
surface to prevent spillovers 
and helps you create a 
flawlessly even rain sensor 
pad. Just adjust the side 
knobs until the bubble in the 
level is centered. Then apply 
your gel - we recommend 
using SensorTack products 
GEL902 & GEL904.

Classic

Modern

This new knife falls 
under the cool category. 
We love it because it is 
easy to use and has two 
different blades that you 
can quickly “Switch” to. 
Comes with one standard 
utility knife blade and one 
box cutter blade.



    

Locking 
Strip Tool 
RU1391

$19

Rubber 
Gasket 
Cleaner
RGC751

$12

Rope 
Insert 
Tool
RT752

$17

Rubber locking strips take you 
back to the old school days 
and old school cars. This tool 
has a curved handle to keep 
your hand distanced from the 
glass while you thread the 
locking strip.   

Rubber gaskets are still being 
used on many vehicles, 
especially heavy construction 
equipment. Cleaning these 
gaskets have always been a 
problem but Equalizer® has 
solved this with the rubber 
gasket cleaner. 

Remember those old school 
swing out windows of your 
favorite classic car? Remove 
and replace friction pins in 
“Swing Out” windows with 
this tool.  The jaws have five 
adjustable settings that will fit 
any swing out window. 

We all use small ropes to “rope 
in” rubber gaskets. This handy 
tool is designed to ease the 
rope under the lip and seat it in 
the groove of the gasket. How 
many times have you had the 
rope fall out because it wasn’t 
inserted properly? You will no 
longer have these problems with 
the rope insert tool. 

Pin 
Removal 
Pliers
PRT305

$74



    
    

STICKER PACK • 10 COUNT 

NHCS™
Classic 
Mesh Hat
BFF-NHCS-CAP

$29

NHCS™ Installation Sticks$5

NHCS™

Decals 
10 pack

$15

NHCS™ 
Phone 
Pocket 

with stand
PPS-NHCS

$8

Do not wash when dirty, it gives 
you more character. 

 This Mesh Adjustable Cap will 
keep you shaded and looking 
sharp with Auto Glass Pride. 

One Size Fits Most.

The most used tool for Auto Glass Legends.   
So we thought we’d send you the new 
NHCS™ bundle...but did you know that you 
can customize your own? 

*Exclusive to Arsenal™ Members*
Ignite your pride with this bad    
ass “No Hacks Clean Hacks” 
decal pack to slap on your 
toolbox, bumpers, water bottles 
and more!

You use a windshield 
stand, why not have one 
for your phone?
Black Phone Pocket with 
bendable stand.
Includes adhesive strip 
for easy installation and 
removal.



    
    

Total Value: $225



Tools Not just your ordinary toolbox...

KEEPING IT CLASSY
These tools are popular when 

working on older models with swing 
out windows and rubber gaskets. For 

all of our vintage lovers out there, 
let’s keep is classy.

An easy way to get the 
grit, grime, old butal and 
shards of broken glass 

out of the tight spaces of  
a rubber gasket.

Select the tip that most closely fits 
the locking strip. Insert the tip into 
the rubber gasket and thread the 
locking strip into the eyelet of the 
tool. Now, work the tool around 
the windshield while feeding the 

locking strip into the eyelet. You can 
swivel the tip 90° in either direction. 
A curved handle keeps your hand 

distanced from the glass. Four 
different type eyelets will fit most 

rubber locking strips on the market.

Rubber Gasket 
Cleaner

Locking Strip Tool

Rope Insert 
Tool



Tools Not just your ordinary toolbox...

Pin Removal Pliers

Rope Insert 
Tool

Insert the rope flawlessly 
into the gasket groove.  Set 
the glass and secure it by 
dethreading the rope for 

speed and efficiency on your 
classic installation. 

To remove the friction pin, open the jaws wide enough for the plier 
push pin to engage the friction pin. When reinstalling the retainer 
pin, swing the plier’s push pin around until it is upside down and 
use the depression in the plier push pin to hold the friction pin in 
place. Start the friction pin and then use the plier pusher pin to 

push the friction pin into the latch.





RSL330

BE THE LEGEND YOU WANT TO BE.
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